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Winter Cycle Gear

Men’s and Women’s
cycle Winter jacket
$140.00 inc. gst

The Project Winter Cycle Jacket is perfect for those cold winter
rides! Made from a 4-way stretch winter performance fleece
fabric WPFX-2 which is windproof and breathable, the jacket
(along with the Project Winter Cycle Vest) are the perfect
combo for the cold Aussie winter. The jacket has long sleeves to
overlap with your gloves, three deep rear pockets that easily fit
a rain jacket, an internal chest zip pocket to keep your phone
away from the elements and two long reflective strips on the
back for maximum safety. The silicone grip around the front and
back hems to keep the jacket securely in place – so there’s no
risk of it riding up your back! The body length allows for plenty
of coverage from the wind and has a nice high collar and zip
guard for comfort. The jacket can be
sublimated in any colour and design
to match your existing kit, and come
in a number of great colours. The fit
is generous – as it’s designed to be
worn over a jersey or undershirt – so
if you want a snug fit it’s best to opt
for one size smaller.
Men’s colours: lime, Black
Women’s colours: Pink
sizes: Xs, s, M, l, Xl, 2Xl

men

women

$95.00 inc. gst

Nice and thick for cool winter rides, the Project winter cycle gilet is the
perfect extra layer! Made from the same 4-way stretch fleece fabric as the
Winter Jacket, the breathable material, and three back pockets to store
what you need add comfort and functionality to the vest. The reflective
strips on the back ensure you’re easily spotted in a crowd too!
Men’s colours: orange, Black
Women’s colours: Pink
sizes: Xs, s, M, l, Xl, 2Xl
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women

men

$839.00
Xterra
Vengeance Fullsuit
Designed for swimmers by swimmers, the
Vengeance was built from the ground up with
features carefully constructed to provide the most
output in a swim. Fully coated with the slickest
possible nano-super composite skin, it maintains
an industry leading .02 drag co-efficient allowing
for the smoothest possible swim. The arms and
shoulders have six anatomically correct panels,
allowing for uncompromised arm and shoulder
mobility. The Vengeance was designed to align
swimmers to be more streamlined in the water,
allows for natural range of motion in the stroke,
and a feeling of “swimming downstream”.
www.xterrawetsuits.com

$700.00

2Xu
R:3 Race Wetsuit
2XU’s R series features Yamamoto’s latest
neoprene technology. Together with propriety
features from 2XU including Concave Water
Entrapment Zones (CWEZ) on the forearm,
Rollbar, Floating Zip Panels and Velocity Strakes,
the R:3 is truly world class. Added performance
specs include 1.5mm Underarm/Shoulder
Paneling for maximum flexibility, a 4.5mm Front
Buoyancy Panel and two year warranty. With a
price point of a mid-level suit, the 2XU R:3
represents exceptional value.
www.2xu.com.au

/// Performance

Avo
c

vitamins A, d, e and K. Furthermore,
unsaturated fats are anti-inflammatory, help
support brain function and a moderate intake
of fats helps with satiety – great to curb
the ‘hangries’.

Avocados, which are technically a fruit, are
sometimes referred to as nature’s butter and
have some pretty impressive credentials.
they are a powerhouse of nutrition and are
perfect for endurance athletes.

Fibre is important for healthy bowel function
and for the prevention of cholesterol
reabsorption, and avocados help with this
too. eating about half an avocado provides
5g of fibre - that’s about 17% of an adults
recommended daily intake.

As we all know, avocados are a good source of
healthy fats, particularly monounsaturated
fats. A moderate amount of healthy fats is
important for athletes as fats are important
for the absorption of fat soluble vitamins,

Avocados are a fantastic source of vitamins
and minerals, such as B vitamins, vitamin C
and e, magnesium and potassium - perfect
for providing you with energy, boosting your
immune system and preventing muscle cramps.
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the aerobic endurance training, while the icing is
the speed work. Someone offers just the base of
the cake or just the icing. You start sobbing
because you really love the whole cake but you’re
so hungry you take the base because it means
you get 90 per cent of the cake instead of just 10
per cent. While the percentages could be argued,
aerobic endurance training versus speed training
for distance running is much the same. You may
be able to take your 80 per cent of lactate
threshold pace from five minutes per kilometre to
four minutes and 15 seconds per kilometre. That’s
an enormous chunk of cake. Speed training might
typically allow a 10-20 second per km
improvement – significant but not as enormous.
So if you haven’t spent years building your
aerobic efficiency, slow down, be patient and
make sure you’ve logged the aerobic kilometres
month on month, year on year before becoming
frustrated with stagnated run performances.

How do I run

F

Method:

• 1 ripe avocado

• Peel the avocado. discard the pit and
place the avocado in a mixing bowl.

• Fresh parsley, chopped, to taste
(parsley is not only a great source of
vitamin C, but helps to minimise
garlic breath too)
• Sea salt
• A pinch of cayenne pepper
•

1/2 tbsp olive oil

• Lemon juice to taste (apple cider vinegar
works as well if you don’t have a lemon)

irst article in Australian Triathlete and
you probably hoped for something a
little more deep and scientific. However,
I hope to answer some questions I get
thrown all the time and this is near the top of
the list. People that know me understand that I
struggle to cough up a quick one-line answer for
anything, particularly running. Unless I know the
athlete, their current training, training history,
injury rate and many other factors then it’s
impossible to hand out a quick run fix. At least
now I can make up for avoiding the question in
the past by explaining why I don’t know. I hope
to provide some information to help you narrow
down your possible running limiters to help come
up with the best solution to take your running to
a new level.

• Add the garlic, parsley, and sea salt,
a pinch of cayenne pepper, olive oil
and lemon juice.
• Mash all ingredients together
with a fork.
• Serve on toast with poached or
scrambled eggs as desired.
• Optional – you could also add feta
cheese to the smashed avocado for
extra goodness.

| AustrAliAn triAthlete

Triathlon running is very different to fresh
running. Notice that many of the world’s best
runners have legs that look like you could snap
them between two fingers. In contrast, the
world’s best triathletes (more so in longer course
events) are getting serious thigh rub from
oversized quadriceps and hamstrings wrestling
over the precious space between the legs.
Triathletes tend to need more muscle bulk to both

text by Tim Reed |
p h o t o g r a p h y b y d e l ly c a R R a n d s h u T T e R s T o c k . c o m

IngredIentS:

• 1-2 garlic cloves, crushed

MUscUlAR sTRenGTH
endURAnce

professional triathlete and champion coach, Tim Reed.

Margaret

AvocAdo
© Shutterstock.com

2Xu
A:1 Active Wetsuit
Engineered from 100% Japanese Yamamoto
neoprene, the A:1 is designed for athletes
demanding optimal flotation and flexibility,
without the expense. Proprietary 2XU features
include Concave Water Entrapment Zones
(CWEZ) on the forearm, Rollbar for enhanced
body positioning, Floating Zip Panel for
extended reach and 39 Cell Front Buoyancy
Panel for elevation in the water. Bringing top
end technology to the forefront, 2XU has also
included Velocity Strakes in a SCS coated front
chest panel for heightened body positioning and
streamlined tracking through the water.
www.2xu.com.au

Brought to you by:

SmAShed

I

$500.00
$489.00

roka
Maverick Comp
The Maverick Comp offers unbeatable value, comfort and
performance for the price. Roka has kept the same pattern as
the Maverick Elite and prioritised key parts of the suit to
preserve free range of motion in the arms and shoulders,
support through the core, extra float in the legs, and ultra
stretch liners than make getting in and out of the suit a
breeze. If you are just getting started with triathlon, this is
the wetsuit you need.
www.rokasports.com

AustrAliAn triAthlete |

Take your running to a whole new level with
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$325.00
$325.00

Blue seVenty
Fusion full suit
The Fusion provides an amazing fit with great
flexibility without a price tag that shocks.
Additional buoyancy in the legs promotes
downhill swimming, allowing swimmers to
work with the suit and not against it. A full
SCS coating helps with speed and surface
strength. The minimalist design doesn’t
scream for your attention, but after swimming
in this suit it doesn’t need to.
www.blueseventy.com
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Faster?

Australian Triathlete is the trusted
name in all things triathlon.

MEN

$289.00

orca
S5 Fullsleeve
The S5 is an entry-level open water swimming wetsuit that
offers great technical features for superb value. Made fully of
quality Yamamoto neoprene, the S5’s significantly improved
panel lines increase functionality and comfort, while also
providing maximum buoyancy and freedom of movement in the
water. The silicon print hydrostroke catch panels on the forearm
increase power on the stroke. A good choice in the best
entry-level value stakes.
www.orca.com.au

Spend

Product tested:

Wetsuits

Engaging Expert Columns
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one of my favorite meals post-training is
poached eggs with smashed avocado on gluten
free toast. Forget protein powders and protein
bars, this meal is a nutritional combination
of carbohydrates, protein and healthy fats –
great for recovery after training.

WOMEN

Save

Splurge

Men’s and Women’s
Winter cycle Vest

WELCOME TO
AUSTRALIAN TRIATHLETE MAGAZINE.

tech
talk
saVe/sPend/sPlurge

Product :

Project clothing

Product sPotlight
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oUR GeneTIcs

earth shattering news that ‘not everything is
possible’. Some really amazing achievements are
but not anything. In fact, everyone’s biggest
limiting factor with running performance is likely
genetics. Your biomechanics and your maximal
aerobic capacity are not fixed but there is a
limited range within the parameters you were
born with.
Don’t hang up the Sauconys just yet (invoice
sent). The good news is that you can still
drastically change a lot of factors that are far
less fixed such as: sub-maximal aerobic capacity,
muscular conditioning, race weight, metabolic
efficiency and more, to get the absolute most out
of the genetic curse or gift your parents handed
down to you.
As the old saying goes, ‘shoot for the moon,
at least you’ll come back to reality and know
that you gave it a crack’. Or something like that…

I’ve got to hit this on the head straight up.
‘Anything is possible’ is the feel good fuzzy
message that maybe your
mum, a teacher or even a
popular triathlon event
company may have pushed
into your psyche. My mission
on earth is to spread the

For the vast majority of runners starting out –
and even athletes several years into their running
addiction – aerobic efficiency tends to be where
athletes can gain the most improvement for their
training time. One of the reasons it seems to take
anywhere from seven to15 years before
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AeRobIc effIcIency

© Shutterstock.com / Mel-nik

professionals and amateurs reach their athletic
endurance peak is that their aerobic efficiency at
sub-maximal paces can improve for years upon
years before it starts to plateau. This moderate
intensity training typically refers to 75-90% of
lactate threshold and allows a whole host of
reported benefits including:
- An increase in the size and density of the
mitochondria, increasing the efficiency of
muscles receiving and returning oxygenated/
deoxygenated blood
- An improvement in the production of
enzymes that break down fatty acids for fuel
- Allowing a more gradual conditioning of the
muscles to the requirements of running,
reducing the chance of injury
The analogy of the cake is overused but it
works so put yourself in the body of a tubby cake
lover for just a moment. The base of your cake is

Don’t get to fixated on
achieving a certain number
of kilometres per week.
ride effectively and have the resilience to run
after riding for 20-180 kilometres.
If you’re an athlete that floats along during
running events in a very tidy time but then runs like
a drunkard in triathlons, my suggestion would be
that you need to improve your cycling and running
off the bike, more so than your running alone.
Improve your cycling and your running prowess
can shine through the cycling-induced fatigue.
If you ride well, but experience that sensation
in the legs, like someone is jabbing glass into
your quads every time they hit the ground, it is
likely that you need to condition your leg muscles
to the repetitive impact of running. I often see
this among athletes who train in very cushioned
trainers and then race in far more responsive race
flats. Their legs are not conditioned to the impact
experienced when wearing the more minimal
shoes. If your legs are really stinging, it doesn’t

*Disclaimer – All of the above can lead to injury if not gradually
introduced correctly.

MeTAbolIc effIcIency
Yeppoon Half Ironman 2009 - may that race rest
in peace - was my second time dipping my toe
outside of age group racing. I was seven
kilometres into the half marathon and running
very easily with a minute lead on the rest of the
field. I started planning my winning speech when
I was slapped into submission by my absolute
dependence on
carbohydrates. I felt like
I’d been hit by a truck.
My world was spinning
and I was a complete
mess. I’d ‘hit the wall’
that so many
marathoners and
triathletes had talked
about. I was totally depleted of muscle glycogen
and, due to my carbohydrate dominant diet, was
so inefficient at utilising my own fat stores to
provide energy that I was quickly swallowed up
and spat out when glycogen levels ran low.
If you’re regularly hitting the wall in sessions
or races – and even for if you’re not – there

AustrAliAn triAthlete |
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Gatefold cover advertising

© Shutterstock.com / ostill

matter how aerobically fit you are - the human
brain is very determined to stop an individual
from doing serious damage and the brain will
convince the athlete to slow down. There are a
number of options to try here, depending on your
propensity for injury:
- More running
- More running in your race shoes
- Running on a harder surface
- Downhill running intervals (offers big benefits
but also significantly increases risk of injury)
- Plyometrics (great for those who don’t have
the time to do any more running)
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Image of the Month

t’s hard to believe that we’re about to embark on our 23rd series of Australian
Triathlete Magazine. As one of the oldest and most trusted names in triathlon
media in this country and globally, we’re extremely excited with the direction our
magazine is taking. We’ve introuded several new features including Tech Talk
which offers our readers an insight to all things tech related - from Road Tests, to
Product Spotlights, informative columns from experts, The Shopping Experience
and Behind the Brand are all regular offerings as well as the increasingly popular
Save, Spend, Splurge helping athletes of all levels select the gear that is right for
them (and their budgets).

Brings you

IMAGE OF THE

MONTH
photo:
Challenge Dubai
getty images
Daniela Ryf of Switzerland
started her 2015 race season with a
big win at Challenge Dubai – race
one of the million dollar Triple
Crown series set to take place
throughout 2015.

Our goal has and always will be to deliver top quality and informative articles, push
the boundaries and be the trend setters. It’s going to be an exciting ride and hope
you can join us!
Aimee Johnsen | Editor
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Product Awareness

2010

We also produce
the only women’s specific
triathlete magazine.

Feature

winter workouts

Xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxx xxxx

This page: Margs wears Brooks Defyance 8
(www.brooksrunning.com.au)

kicks
PuMPeD uP kicks
Clockwise from above: Sarah wears
New Balance WRUSHBK B
(www.newbalance.com.au)
Sarah wears Brooks transcend 2
(www.brooksrunning.com.au)
Katee wears Asics Noosa Tri-10
(www.asics.com.au)
Margs wears Compressport Pro Racing
Socks V2 Low Cut
(www.compressport.com.au)

50
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Women’s Specific Product Launches

TiTle
triProducts

trinews

Hickies
HICKIES,

the pioneers of innovative lacing technology, present the next coveted accessory to give
your sneaker obsession a fashion-forward twist.
The shoelace was invented over 3,000 years and now stylish movers’ on-the-go can customise their
footwear with a seamless memory fit technology that means laces are out forever.
Sporty luxe ensembles are dominating the fashion world from streetwear to runway, it’s become clear
that there’s a lack of innovation in the footwear accessory market to match this growing trend.
HICKIES have combined both fashion and function in a responsive lacing system which turns your favourite
sneakers into a unique slip-on, with a range of vibrant colours and sleek basics to choose from.

So how does it work?

HICKIES are constructed from Memory Fit Elastomer, which maintains a consistent snug fit, while allowing
just enough expansion for your feet to move comfortably. The

HICKIES no-tie design is easy to use, simply loop them through the eyelets in your sneakers to the

desired fit and secure them into place. Whether you’re sweating it out at the gym or making a statement
with your latest high-fashion designer kicks, HICKIES is your go-to crossover fitness, fashion accessory for
all day comfort and support.

rrP $19.99

www.hickies.com

SOAS

Speed Series

I

ntroducing the Speed Series Collection. These pieces are a spin off the SOAS
signature Sports Bra, Tri Tank and Tri Short creating the foundation of this
new collection. Don’t be limited by always racing in a long Tri Top. Now you
have the option to shed a layer on those hotter races or training days. All pieces
are built with lightweight neon sides and backs that you can pair together or
mix and match depending on the day.

www.soasracing.com/

Giro Halter bib

A

great bib short is the best foundation for longer, faster rides. But bibs
can also be a challenge when nature calls. That’s why we engineered our
Women’s Ride Halter Bib with convenience in mind, so that you don’t
have to be Houdini when you need to make a stop. Simply remove the halter,
pull down the bibs, and you’re ready to go. You don’t even need to unzip your
jersey. We use premium Italian fabrics to ensure optimal compression and
comfort, and tailored the fit so that each seam works with your body in motion.
A storage pocket at the lower back provides freedom to choose your top layers
too, so that you can keep going with confidence and style.

www.giro.com/as_en/

Endura
FS260-Pro
Bibshort DS

Power Performance road Kit
• Performance supportive stretch fabric with durable
exterior and fast wicking inner
• Women’s 600-Series antibacterial stretch pad
• Unique drop-seat (DS) zipped construction on thighs
that allows access for comfort breaks on the move
• Light-weight mesh upper bibs with high-cut back
which leads straps down the side of the torso for
maximum comfort on the female form
• Selectively flat-locked seams for comfort
• Broad silicone hem gripper prevents unsightly
over-compression on thigh
• Lycra bound armholes
• Reflective thigh logos
• SPF 50+

aUd Pricing is $169.

www.endurasport.com
6

Athlete Features

I

am incredibly proud to be part of the only women’s specific and fully
dedicated triathlon magazine in the world. We were the ground breakers
back in 2010 when we launched and today and we continue to be the
leaders and a voice for women in triathlon.

Our goal is pretty simple - we want to engage with the incredible women in our
sport, from professionals to age groupers, to the brands and their products
designed for these women. We want to encourage participation, develop the
skills and help give women the confidence to follow their triathlon dreams.
This bi-annual magazine is the go-to source for all women in triahtlon.
Aimee Johnsen | Editor
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Swimmingly

well

it seems she has achieved so much already,
but what’s in store for
champion triathlete Kate Bevilaqua?
We find out.
Text by Aimee Johnsen •
Photography by Janine Kaye, Delly Carr and Korupt Vision

I understand your cousin introduced you to triathlon – does he remind you often
that he was the catalyst for the path you’re now on?
He does it all the time - especially as I am yet to beat him in an Ironman! We both did
our first one together in Forster 2004. At that time you had to qualify just to do the
Ironman. We both competed in Busselton Half Ironman 2003 to qualify for the Ironman.
I think in the end he beat me by about 15-20 minutes and has not done another Ironman
since. He is quite happy to remind me of that and I have a lot to thank him for. I
wouldn’t be involved in the sport, and achieved what I have if it wasn’t for him!

The only women’s
triathlon magazine

You were a netballer back in the day. I’ve heard you comment about how it’s a killer
on the body (which I can 100% agree with) and in the end the risks were too great
for you to keep playing. Do you think the toll on your body, as a netballer, is greater
than Ironman?
Wow, what a question. You have really thought about these! I loved playing netball and I
still miss it now. There are random occasions were I may still get the call up and get
asked to fill in for friends’ teams and I get so excited and say “yes, yes, yes”. Then the
voice of reason prevails and it is unfortunately just not worth the risk at this stage. I
think the long-term toll on the body may be worse doing regular Ironman events, than
playing netball. Granted, netball is bad for the knees and the sudden stopping is not
ideal. The injuries you sustain are more likely to be impact, or sudden jolting or jarring,
while Ironman has an over use of injuries most of the time.

18
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discover the potentialwith multiple platforms.
iPad/android

Web/online

social media

Enews/EDMs

Print

3,500+

7,000+

1000+ downloads per month

Average of 4,000+ unique visitors per month

App available to download for
iTunes, Anroid and mobile user

New and improved website launch Q4, 2015

1,300+

11 publications per year
Circulation: 15,000 per edition
Readership: 35,000+
Distribution: National

Free Flip magazine via issuu platform

NEW!

Expanding
ith
our reach w
book
the issuu flip
platform!

With over 25 million publications, issuu is the fastest-growing digital publishing platform in the world.
Millions of avid readers come here every day to read the free publications created by enthusiastic publishers
from all over the globe, devoted to topics such as art, fashion, film, food, technology, travel and more.
That’s not all: We also have a prominent range of independent publishers relying on issuu to reach
new fans every day.
Created by a bunch of geeks with an undying love for publishing, issuu has grown to become one of the
biggest publishing networks in the industry.
It’s an archive, library and newsstand all in one reading experience.

Web:
www.oztri.com.au
Facebook:
australiantriathletemagazine
Twitter:
@oztri
Instagram:
AusTriMag
App:
AustralianTriathleteMagazine

Magazine Print Schedule 2015-16
Check out our advertising schedule to help guide you on the best placement for your advertising.

MONTH
Nov/Dec
Summer 2015/16
Jan/Feb
Mar/April
May/June
June/July
Winter 2016
July/Aug
Aug/Sept
Sept/Oct
Oct/Noc

ISSUE
23.1
PINK 10
23.2
23.3
23.4
23.5
PINK 11
23.6
23.7
23.8
23.9

*Cancellation deadline one week prior to booking deadline

BOOKING
1 Oct 2015
21 Oct 2015
5 Nov 2015
14 Jan 2015
9 Mar 2015
21 Apr 2016
12 May 2016
2 Jun 2016
30th Jun 2016
28th Jul 2016
25 Aug 2016

ARTWORK
13 Oct 2015
2 Nov 2015
17 Nov 2015
26 Jan 2016
21 Mar 2016
3 May 2016
24 May 2016
13 Jun 2016
12 Jul 2016
9 Aug 2016
6 Sep 2016

ON SHELF
9 Nov 2015
30 Nov 2015
18 Dec 2015
22 Feb 2016
18 Apr 2016
30 May 2016
20 Jun 2016
11 Jul 2016
8 Aug 2016
5 Sep 2016
3 Oct 2016
Please note: Dates are subject to change

Magazine Print Advert Specifications
5mm
Bleed

Gutter

12

180mm

Bleed

12

Trim
273mm

12

18

12

12

Margin
Type
Area

12

12

double page spread (DPS)
Trim – 420 x 297mm
Bleed – 5mm all around.
Type area Left Page –180 x 273mm
Type area Right Page –180 x 273mm
Margins are 12mm in from trim edge but
18mm on each side of the spine side.
So, allow 36mm gutter space free of text.
(image only through the gutter)
No text to be in margins so preventing
text being cut off or hidden by the gutter.

We require:
•
A colour-correct digital proof or a laser proof with
suppliers’ contact details clearly marked.
•
If a colour-correct proof is not supplied, Publicity
Press is unable to guarantee colour accuracy.
•
Rich Blacks must be made up of:
40 cyan, 30 magenta, 30 yellow, 100 black.
•
Total Ink Density must not exceed 300%.

Type Area
(space within the white
dashed lines)
must be10mm inside
advert edge on Half
page adverts and 3mm
on Banner adverts.

180mm

273mm

Gutter–NO TEXT

12

180mm

273mm

12

36mm

full page A4 (FP)
Trim – 210 x 297mm (A4)
Bleed – 5mm all around
Type area – 180 x 273mm
Margins are 12mm in from
trim edge but 18mm on the
spine side. No text to be in
margins so preventing text
being cut off or hidden by
the gutter.

1/2 page horizontal (H)
Advert size – 174 x 126mm
Type area – 154 x 106mm
Trim – NA / Bleed – NA

1/2 page VERTICAL (V)
Advert size – 85 x 267mm
Type area – 65 x 247mm
Trim – NA / Bleed – NA

Gutter NO TEXT

5mm
Bleed

Gatefold Opportunities
Our gatefold advertising gives you a total of four pages.
Please call for more information and advert page specification

We prefer:
•
High-res Acrobat PDF format, CMYK colour mode
with no spot colours. Contact Publicity Press for PDF
setup details.
•
Please ensure Double Page Spreads and Full Page
PDFs have 5mm bleed and crop marks offset to
7mm.
We do NOT accept the following:
•
Finished artwork in any form that can be altered (e.g.
InDesign). This is to ensure that artwork that has been
signed off by a client cannot accidentally be altered
by Publicity Press.

Print Artwork Designed In-House
Publicity Press can design your advertisement in house if
you prefer. Costs* are as follows:

NB: Please offset crop marks to 7mm on (DPS) and (FP) adverts.
DPS Banner Strip
Advert size – 390 x 26mm
Trim – NA / Bleed – NA
Type area – 384 x 20mm
Allow 36mm gutter space free of text.

Artwork supplied by client

Banner Strip
Advert size – 174 x 26mm
Trim – NA / Bleed – NA
Type area – 168 x 20mm

Per double page spread

$250

Per full page

$140

Per 1/2 page

$95

Per fractional advertisement

$75

*All prices quoted exclude GST
Please Note:
Design agencies are responsible for client approval before
artwork is sent to Publicity Press.
Artwork created by Publicity Press remains the property
of Publicity Press. Re-use of this artwork will attract a fee.
Email Artwork to:

Gina Copeland
Production Coordinator
03 9804 4700 / reception@publicitypress.com.au

2
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4

Back
Cover

Front
Cover

1

Print Advert Rates
Size

GateFold

Double page spread

Full page

Half page (H or V)

Half page DPS

Banner

Casual

$5,850.00

$3,555.00

$1,975.00

$1,085.00

$1,950.00

$500.00

3x

-

$3,199.00

$1,775.00

$975.00

$1,755.00

$400.00

6x

-

$3,020.00

$1,650.00

$920.00

$1,655.00

$350.00

9x

-

$2,840.00

$1,575.00

$865.00

$1,560.00

$300.00

Preferred positions

Inside front DPS

Inside back DPS

Inside back FP

Outside back FP

Casual

$4,100.00

$3,600.00

$2,370.00

$2,500.00

3x

$3,690.00

$3,240.00

$2,130.00

$2,250.00

6x

$3,485.00

$3,060.00

$2,000.00

$2,125.00

9x

$3,280.00

$2,880.00

$1,920.00

$2,000.00

DIGITAL Advert Rates
iPad/Android app
Full Page Advert per print issue

No extra

Exclusive Advert (not taken from print issue)

40% off print rates

Rich media embedded TVC per issue

$275.00

Web link per issue

$75.00

Hot spots per page

$90.00

Audio embedded message per issue (max 3 mins)

$185.00

Image Settings
iPad/Android adverts are converted from supplied print adverts.
iPad exclusive adverts supply as JPEG 1024x768 pixels @132 dpi
and Save for web at Maximum quality.
Video Settings
mp4 / H.264 or .mov file format. Max 3 mins.
Audio Settings
M4a file (ACC audio file) or mp3.

web banner
Per month

Advert Specification:
w728xh90px / jpg format / Save as Gif format if animated

Banner Advert (Top of Web Page) 4 second loop

$500.00

Tile Advert (Stand alone Premium)

$350.00

w336xh280px / jpg format / Save as Gif format if animated

Tile Advert (Standard) 4 second loop

$300.00

w336xh280px / jpg format / Save as Gif format if animated

The Banner advert and standard Tile adverts are visable for four seconds before rotating onto the next advertiser.
There are no shared advertisers on the Stand Alone Premium Tile advert. Keep advert size to a respectable size.

E-newsletter
Sponsorship per annum

$1,100.00

Banner advert on each of 11 x e-newsletters emailed to subscribers
prior to release of each magazine issue				
					

Advert Specification:
w540xh150px / jpg format

Window display
We can offer you the unique marketing potential of displaying
your graphic branding and showcasing actual product direct
to the public at our Head office.

With our offices located on one of the
premier shopping strips in Melbourne,
High Street Armadale, we offer an
exclusive opportunity to ‘take over the
window’ and use our space to promte
your brand. With a high success rate, our
windows can be transformed into a luxury
shop front which shines day and night.

Location
1118-1120 High Street,
Armadale, Melbourne, VIC 3143

Window Specifications
Back Drop Display: 2860 x 2400mm
Large Window: 2780 x 2360mm
Left Window: 1350 x 2360mm
Right Window: 1380 x 2360mm
Stand Alone Wndow: 990 x 1950mm

Thank You
To Advertise Please Contact
Scott Llewelyn Advertising Manager
T: 03 9804 4700 / EXT: 03 9804 4705 / F: 03 9804 4711
M: 0418 568 597 / scott@springboardmg.com.au

All Other Enquiries
Aimee Johnsen Editor
T: 03 9804 4700 / EXT: 03 9804 4714 / F: 03 9804 4711
M: 0417 396 375 / aimee@publicitypress.com.au

Manveen Maan Deputy Editor
T: 03 9804 4700 / EXT: 03 9804 4709 / F: 03 9804 4711
manveen@publicitypress.com.au

Gina Copeland Production Coordinator
03 9804 4700 / reception@publicitypress.com.au

Payment terms
1. Account is to be paid within 30 days of publication.
2. *Should an advertisement be cancelled at any time after the booking 		
cancellation deadline, the full amount is due and payable on publication.
3. All advertisement rates quoted are for advertisement space only and 		
assume the supply of finished artwork to our material specifications prior
to the published material deadline.
4. Publicity Press can create artwork for a new advertisement if required.
Refer to artwork specifications for details.
5. Payment by credit card will attract a merchant fee of 2.9%.

For more information please contact:
Publicity Press Pty ltd
1118 - 1120 High Street, Armadale, Victoria, Australia 3143
PO Box 8019, Armadale, Victoria, Australia 3143
Ph: 03 9804 4700 Fax: 03 9804 4711

